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Little, Brown Book Group. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Mammoth Book Best
International Crime, Maxim Jakubowski, Leading anthologist Maxim Jakubowski presents the very
best in crime writing from around the world - 40 short stories from an all-star line-up of
international writers. They cover the full spectrum of crime fiction, from noir and thrillers, to
whodunnits and procedurals, with settings that include Italy, Cuba, Scandinavia, Russia, USA,
Japan, Germany, Mexico, France, Italy, Spain and the UK. Among the writers presented are: Ian
Rankin, bestselling author of compelling, cerebral crime fiction set in Edinburgh, featuring the
much-loved Inspector Rebus. John Mortimer, the English barrister and writer, famous for his muchloved fictional character Horace Rumpole of the Bailey. Boris Akunin, whose eccentric characters
and surprising, inventive plots have earned him a reputation as one of the finest contemporary
writers of classic crime fiction. Mark Billingham, whose series of taut procedural thrillers featuring
London policeman Tom Thorne have won him numerous fans. Giorgio Faletti, author of the 5
million copy seller I Kill. Jo Nesbo, a hugely succesful Norwegian writer with a series featuring
Detective Harry Hole, set in Oslo. Jeffrey Deaver, one of the very best US crime writers. His...
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Reviews
Totally among the best ebook I have ever go through. It can be rally exciting throgh looking at period. Its been printed in an extremely straightforward way
which is just soon after i finished reading this pdf by which actually transformed me, change the way i believe.
-- Mr. Mervin Walsh
These types of ebook is the best book available. It really is writter in easy terms instead of hard to understand. You will like just how the article writer
create this book.
-- Krista Nitzsche Jr.
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